How long will it be?
Minimizing patient uncertainty in outpatient
oncology practices through wait time texting
Challenges

Improvement Strategy

There are several facets to the patient experience of waiting
for appointments. We identified four key challenge areas:

An MSKCC team comprised of staff from Ambulatory Care
and Strategy & Innovation executed the following:
1)

Conducted design research to identify feasible and
desirable updated message scope and language;

2)

Tested language and timing with patients via live SMS
messaging during a wait;

3)

Assessed feasibility and desirability of a variety of
digital wait time update features to be integrated into
our mobile patient portal app;

4)

Streamlined and deployed a testable prototype within
existing operational constraints (below);

Various operational excellence initiatives at Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center have taken on the challenges of
reducing wait times, improving waiting experience, and
estimating wait times more accurately. For this project, we
limited our scope to communicating wait times.
Typically, after having checked in for an appointment,
patients must inquire for updates on wait times, putting the
burden of seeking information on them. Through interviews
and observation, we identified that patients experience
numerous barriers to obtaining information about their
wait. We also identified that staff experience numerous
obstacles to transparently communicating about waits with
patients.
IDENTIFIED BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION ABOUT WAIT
TIMES

5) Defined and collected metrics appropriate to inform
iterative development;

6) Developed scalable solutions in response to identified
challenges.

Outcomes
Surveys of both patients and staff were conducted
throughout four iterations of the prototype.
Patient feedback was overwhelmingly positive.

Feedback from staff was positive about the value of the
service but articulated some challenge in keeping up with
sending updates to patients. After addressing several
operational obstacles to scale and for staff to keep up with
updates, we are preparing a larger pilot for this year.

70% of patients (2094 of 2652) offered the service chose to participate.

Goals

92% of Prototype 1 survey respondents (105 of 114)
found messages reasonably to very accurate

Among our guiding patient experience principles are aims to
‘minimize uncertainty’ and ‘restore control’ to patients.

Meet Individual Needs
Coordinate the Journey
Minimize Uncertainty
Restore Control
Foster Warmth
Keep it Simple
We strove to achieve both in the context of waiting by
delivering patients real-time updates about wait times via
text message, across oncology appointments. Without the
current capacity to automate this service, we also needed to
design a service that improved patient experience while
maintaining operational efficiencies. And in doing so, we
also had to navigate staff barriers to providing wait time
updates to patients.

:

Team Members

96% of Prototype 1 survey respondents (108 of 112)
found messages as or more helpful than an in-person update
98% of Prototype 1 survey respondents (112 of 114)
said they would opt in to receive messages in the future
80% of Prototype 1 & 2 survey respondents (148 of 184)
said messages made them more comfortable leaving waiting area
72% of Prototype 2 survey respondents (49 of 68)
said the service improved their experience

One concern we faced was accuracy of wait time
estimates. Despite a lower accuracy rate than we
deemed acceptable, 92% of responding patients
reported their estimates to be reasonably to very
accurate, affirming a piece of research from earlier in
the project:
Our early research suggested that a positive experience
near the end of the wait could influence the
retrospective assessment of the wait overall, and of the
institution.
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“This is a great program, and I encourage
its rollout. I'm always alone at these
appointments and running to get coffee of
even to the bathroom is difficult because I
fear missing being called. With a text
message, I will know where I am and if I
step out downstairs for coffee or even to
the bathroom, I don't have to bug the front
desk staff every time.”
- Patient survey
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